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1. Introduction 

 Pedestrian navigation particularly in non-GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) environments is extremely 

challenging due to the unavailability of useful GNSS signal for positioning. Although High Sensitivity (HS) receiver can 

be used to detect weak GNSS signal for positioning, often the signal is not reliable enough to produce good position 

solutions due to errors such as multipath [1] .Therefore, whenever GNSS navigation is not possible, Inertial Navigation 

System (INS) is commonly used to bridge outages. It has the advantage that no infrastructure is needed and, once 

initialized, the system is completely self-contained. The system, which normally consists of three accelerometers and 

three gyroscopes, is small, low power, and inexpensive due to the advances in Micro-electromechanical Sensors (MEMS) 

technology. However due to the low performance of low-cost MEMS IMU sensor, it is often integrated with other systems 

to aid the position solution and as a result, the solution is very much dependent on the accuracy of the external system 

used. For a low cost self-contained system, a popular approach of attaching the IMU on foot or shoe is often adopted, 

Abstract: The use of a low-cost MEMS-based Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) provides a cost-effective approach 

for navigation purposes. Foot-mounted IMU is a popular option for indoor inertial pedestrian navigation, as a small 

and light MEMS-based inertial sensor can be tied to a pedestrian's foot or shoe. Without relying on GNSS or other 

external sensors to enhance navigation, the foot-mounted pedestrian navigation system can autonomously navigate, 

relying solely on the IMU. This is typically performed with the standard strapdown navigation algorithm in a Kalman 

filter, where Zero Velocity Updates (ZVU) are used together to restrict the error growth of the low-cost inertial 

sensors. ZVU is applied every time the user takes a step since there exists a zero velocity condition during stance 

phase. While velocity and correlated attitude errors can be estimated correctly using ZVUs, heading error is not 

because it is unobservable. In this paper, we extend our previous work to correct the heading error by aiding it using 

Multiple Polygon Areas (MPA) with adaptive weighting factor. We termed the approach as Adaptive Cardinal 

Heading Aided Inertial Navigation (A-CHAIN). We formulated an adaptive weighting factor applied to measurement 

noise to enhance measurement confidence. We then incorporated MPA heading into the algorithm, whereas multiple 

buildings with the same orientation are grouped together and assigned a specific heading information as a priori. 

Results shown that against the original CHAIN, the proposed Adaptive-CHAIN improved the position accuracy by 

more than five-fold.  
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shown in Fig.1 below, with particular attention is given to finding a way to reduce the heading drift error, which is the 

primary error in the system in indoors and dense urban environment where pedestrian is likely to walk along.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                Fig. 1 - Inertial sensor attached to a shoe 

 

The approach was chosen mainly because of the successful attempt by many [2]–[6] to restrict some of MEMS IMU 

errors that grow with time. By strapping the IMU on foot or shoe (written as on foot afterwards for generality), zero 

velocity event during stance phase can be detected by the IMU. As a result, zero velocity update (ZVU) [7]–[11] can be 

used to give extra measurement update to the estimation filter such as Kalman filter. Nonzero velocity measurement 

during this period will be viewed as an error, and using the correlation between velocity error and attitude error, IMU 

errors can be estimated by Kalman filter.  

However, one of the problems that remains; apart from the initialization problem (where initial position, velocity 

and attitude must be obtained from external measurement), is heading drift during navigation. Heading drift still remains 

despite using ZVU measurements in the Kalman filter because the IMU yaw error is unobservable [12]–[16]. 

Magnetometers are often used because they are often packed with accelerometers and gyros in an IMU, but their 

measurements are unreliable when navigating in dynamic environments such as indoors where significant magnetic 

disturbances occur. Although it has been demonstrated recently [17]–[20] that navigating in indoor environment is 

possible using magnetometer, it was also highlighted that there is a requirement to have a pre-surveyed magnetic map for 

that particular buildings which is not quite practical. In [21], it was also shown that consistent update frequency of the 

magnetometer measurement plays an important role, which is often not the case in indoors due to disturbances. Unless 

the magnetic disturbances can be accurately modeled and pre-surveyed magnetic map can be used accurately even with 

the change in magnetic mappings over time, together with consistent update rate, it is therefore desirable to use other 

means to control heading drift for low cost inertial navigation system.  

Previous work by authors successfully addressed the problem using a simple idea of aiding the navigation system 

using known building heading known as Cardinal Heading Aided Navigation system [22]–[24]. This paper extends this 

previous works, by proposing to include a construction of multiple polygon areas with adaptive measurement noise for a 

case when traversing between environments or building with different orientation. Unlike in the previous work by author 

whose building heading is derived from map, heading information for specific building is assumed to be known in 

advance. This is not impractical because usually each building is a permanent building and can have its own heading 

surveyed once and stored in a database. This is quite convenient from the user’s point of view since only one update from 

this information is required to navigate; hence continuous updates from maps are not required. Furthermore, there is no 

requirement for detailed room-level maps of the areas where the user will navigate. The assumption that the orientations 

of the building are usually rectangular in shape are also considered in this paper. Although by no means all buildings are 

constructed in this way, a good number of buildings are. It is indeed considered as a valid assumption; for example [25] 

wrote that 83.2 % of high rise buildings in Kuala Lumpur, capital city of Malaysia, consists of building with square and 

rectangular shape. Similarly, dense urban environments are made up of buildings that are typically in sync with each 

other. This creates a huge area where most buildings in this area have similar orientation.  

The contributions of this paper are i) detail explanation on potential way to generate heading information from a 

given image, ii)  the inclusion of multiple polygon areas to store heading information to allow seamless traversing 

between environment, and iii) the formulation of weighted measurement noise that adaptively follows the generated 

heading error measurement. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines necessary preliminaries strapdown inertial navigation equation, 

Kalman filter and observability. Section 3 presents the proposed Adaptive Cardinal Heading Aided for Indoor Navigation 

(A-CHAIN). Section 4 provides results and discussion from 3 real field trials conducted, and followed by conclusion in 

Section 5.  
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2. Preliminaries 

2.1 Navigation Equation 

Kalman filter, and many of its variations, is an optimal state estimation method and is widely recognized and 

extensively reported in literature. An error-state Extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used [26]–[28]. 

 

 𝛿𝒙 =  [ 𝛿𝒓𝑛 𝛿𝒗𝑛 𝛿𝝋𝑛 𝛽𝑔 𝛽𝑎]
𝑇
 (1) 

 

 

where 𝛿𝒓𝑛  is the vector of latitude, longitude and height errors, 𝛿𝒗𝑛 is the vector of navigation frame velocity errors, 

𝛿𝝓𝑛 is the vector of navigation frame attitude errors, 𝛽𝑔 is the vector of gyro bias and 𝛽𝑎 is the vector of accelerometer 

bias. The filter is used in feedback form where errors calculated from the EKF are used to correct the inertial sensor 

measurements and navigation parameters. Standard strapdown navigation mechanization equations [29]–[31]  are used. 

Velocity error states and attitude error states are propagated using a 𝜙-angle error model [29], [32]–[34]: 

 

 𝛿𝒓�̇�  =  −𝝎𝑒𝑛
𝑛  ×  𝛿𝒓𝑛  +  𝛿𝒗𝑛 (2) 

 𝛿𝒗�̇�  =  𝑪𝑏
𝑛𝛿𝒇𝑏  +  𝑪𝑏

𝑛𝒇𝑏 × 𝛿𝝓 + 𝛿𝒈𝑛  −  (𝝎𝑖𝑒
𝑛  +  𝝎𝑖𝑛

𝑛 )  ×  𝛿𝒗𝑛  −  (𝛿𝝎𝑖𝑒
𝑛  +  𝛿𝝎𝑖𝑛

𝑛 )  ×  𝒗𝑛 (3) 

 𝛿𝝓�̇�  =  − 𝝎𝑖𝑛
𝑛  ×  𝛿𝝓  +  𝛿𝝎𝑖𝑛

𝑛  −  𝑪𝑏
𝑛𝛿𝝎𝑖𝑏

𝑏  
(4) 

 

   

where 𝛿(. ) represents the error of specific vectors, 𝝎𝑒𝑛
𝑛  is the navigation transport rate,  𝑪𝑏

𝑛 is the rotation matrix that 

transforms from body frame to navigation frame, 𝛿𝒈𝑛 is the gravity error vector, 𝝎𝑖𝑒
𝑛   is the Earth's rotation rate and 𝝎𝑖𝑛

𝑛   
is the navigation turn rate.  

       Equation (2), (3) & (4) can be simplified by excluding the Earth's rotation rate, navigation transport rate & turn rate 

and gravity error when a low-cost IMU is used [35]. This is because the IMU is not capable to measure them, and 

navigation is performed with a low velocity in a relatively small area. The terms 𝛿𝒇𝑏and 𝛿𝝎𝑖𝑏
𝑏   represent the errors in 

accelerometers and gyros respectively. Theoretically, these errors terms can be refined by modelling all possible IMU 

error terms such as temperature dependent errors and misalignment errors. However, the observability of all the error 

states, even if it is theoretically possible, is almost impossible because of operational conditions such as requiring 

sufficient dynamics and long data collection. Both sensor error terms are therefore considered to only consist bias terms 

and noise (𝑤𝑔 , 𝑤𝑎): 

 

 𝛿𝒇𝑏  =  𝛽𝑎  +  𝑤𝑎 (5) 

 𝛿𝝎𝑖𝑏
𝑏  =  𝛽𝑔  +  𝑤𝑔 (6) 

 

Standard EKF equations are used to predict and update the states [36]. For clarity, the discrete measurement model can 

be written as: 

 

𝛿𝒛𝑘  =  𝑯𝛿𝒙𝒌 +  𝒏𝑘 (7) 

where 𝛿𝒛𝑘 is the error measurements, 𝑯 is the measurement matrix, and 𝒏𝑘 is the measurement noise with covariance 

matrix 𝑹𝑘  =  𝐸[𝒏𝑘 𝒏𝑘
𝑇].  

 

The updated error state  𝛿𝒙𝑘|𝑘  at time k is computed when a measurement at time k is available using: 

 

𝛿𝒙𝑘|𝑘  = 𝛿𝒙𝑘|𝑘−1  + 𝑲𝑘[𝒎𝒌  −  𝑯𝛿𝒙𝒌|𝒌−𝟏] (8) 

where 𝑲𝑘 is the Kalman gain, 𝒎𝒌 is the actual error measurement, and 𝛿𝒙𝑘|𝑘−1  is the predicted error state. The Kalman 

gain is calculated with the usual formula: 

 

𝑲𝑘  = 𝑷𝑘|𝑘−1 𝑯
𝑇(𝑯𝑷𝑘|𝑘−1 𝑯

𝑇  +  𝑹𝑘) −1 (9) 

where 𝑷𝑘|𝑘−1  is the estimation error covariance matrix, that is computed at time k based on measurements received at 

time k-1. 
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2.2 ZVU and Obervability 

       ZVU measurements are used to update the filter whenever the pedestrian takes a step. When walking, there are two 

phases of a step, which are swing phase and stance phase. During stance phase, all velocity vectors are assumed to be 

zero, which is a true assumption since the foot is not moving, and these pseudo-measurements are used to correct the 

velocity error state in the filter.  

 

Using simplified model, equation (3) can be rewritten as  

 

 

[

𝛿𝒗�̇�

𝛿𝒗�̇�

𝛿𝒗�̇�

]  =  [

𝟎 −𝒇𝑫 −𝒇𝑬

𝒇𝑫 𝟎 −𝒇𝑵

𝒇𝑬 𝒇𝑵 𝟎
] [

𝛿𝝋
𝛿𝜽
𝛿𝝍

] +  𝑪𝑏
𝑛𝛿𝒇𝑏  

(10) 

where 𝛿𝝋, 𝛿𝜽, 𝛿𝝍 are roll, pitch and yaw errors respectively. During stance phase, the horizontal forces in the local level 

frame are essentially zero and specific force 𝒇𝑫 in downward direction is approximately close to the negative gravity 

constant. The velocity errors in North and East directions are related to errors in roll and pitch via a specific force 𝒇𝑫 in 

downwards direction. The roll and pitch errors are always observable through velocity updates because the force in the 

Down direction is always large as a result of the gravity force, which acts as an 'inclinometer'. The yaw error however is 

only observable through the horizontal force terms. To observe yaw error, the horizontal force must not be zero, which 

is not the case for the low-cost foot mounted pedestrian navigation during stationary condition when ZVU is performed. 

The yaw error is therefore not observable because there is no horizontal force observed during stance phase.  

 

3. Adaptive Cardinal Heading Aided for Indoor Navigation (A-CHAIN) 

       Cardinal Heading Aided for Indoor Navigation (CHAIN) algorithm was first introduced in [22]–[24]. It takes the 

difference between heading measurement generated from the current step and the previous step, with the heading 

information extracted from building orientation to correct the attitude error states. One of the most significant findings, 

apart from not needing any extra aiding sensors, was that the heading error measurement does not relate directly to the 

physical attachment of the IMU, which means the IMU can be mounted in any orientation on the user’s foot. This was 

considered very noteworthy because it does not matter if the pedestrian is walking sideways or even backwards for the 

algorithm to work. In this work, the algorithm is extended to address when pedestrian moves between different buildings. 

The 'adaptive-CHAIN (A-CHAIN)' term is coined to show how the algorithm adapts to the situation by properly obtaining 

the heading measurement using multiple polygon areas and weighting the heading measurement noise accordingly. 

 

3.1 Generation of Building Heading 

       This section details the procedure to generate the heading information. Heading of a building can be derived 

automatically using a free map. Street level maps, including world map, topographic map and geological map, are very 

useful for street-level navigation. It provides useful street level information to users that include features such as buildings 

outline and roads, and uses either line map (2D representation) or aerial imagery (3D-like representation). An extra piece 

of information commonly found from this type of map is that the map is orientated such that the North is always pointing 

straight up, East to the right, West to the left and South is pointing to the bottom of the map. This important map 

information is therefore used, along with a classical edge detection algorithm to show the concept of deriving building 

heading from minimal map information.  

       There are many methods for edge detection, but Canny method is chosen as it is the simplest method and commonly 

used in digital image processing [37]. It works by looking for the minimum and maximum value in the first derivative of 

an image pixel values. Points that sit within this threshold will be detected as edge points. 

       After that, Hough Transform [38] is used to detect straight line features from the building image. This is done 

primarily because edge detection shows where edges are, but not what they are geometrically such as line or arcs. The 

idea of Hough Transform is that if certain points satisfy the line equation, then it will be considered as a straight line. The 

longest detected straight line is then selected for reliability purpose as quite often short straight feature does not present 

the true building orientation. The start and end point of this line are then stored in terms of pixel values and then the 

equation below is used: 

 

ψ𝑏  =  tan−1(𝛿𝑦, 𝛿𝑥 )  (11) 

 

where ψ𝑏 is a derived building heading, 𝛿𝑦 is the difference between start and end y-pixel value, 𝛿𝑥 is the difference 

between start and end x-pixel value. Fig. 2 shows example of the derived heading. The red line is the longest straight-

line feature detected in the image with a computed heading to be 37.880. After the building heading is acquired, a simple 

offset of 900 is added to the remaining three headings to make up the four derived building headings of 37.880, 127.880, 

217.880  and 307.880.  
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                                                Fig. 2 - Building image with computed heading 

 

3.2 Multiple Polygon Areas 

       The new multiple headings information is generated using a predefined ‘polygon area’ that was created to contain 

heading information, and as the user walks, the system is adapted to the new heading information. A simple and well 

known algorithm, widely known as point in polygon test in computer graphics [39] is adopted where a point is tested to 

be located inside or outside a certain 2D polygon area (written as ‘polygon’ afterwards). A polygon is generally defined 

as a set of a finite sequence of straight lines or straight edges that make up a closed path, whilst the points where two 

edges or lines meet are called polygon’s vertices.  

       Consider a polygon that contains K vertices (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 )  where n ranges from 1 to K. Now the problem is how to test 

whether a point (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝  )  is indeed inside this polygon. Imagine a line is extended horizontally from (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝  ). The test 

begins by checking: if the number of times this line intersects the polygon edges is even, then the point is outside the 

polygon and if the number of intersections is odd, then the point (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 )  is inside the polygon. Fig. 3 shows the 

extended line for some sample points A, B and C (denoted by dots). It describes more clearly on how the check is run to 

determine whether a point lies inside or outside the polygon. For point A and B, the extended lines intersect with the 

edges for odd times (1 x and 3 x), hence they are located inside the polygon. On the other hand, point C line intersects 

with the edges for even time (2 x), hence it is considered to be outside the polygon area. To avoid the problem when an 

edge of the polygon lies on the same line from (𝑥𝑝  , 𝑦𝑝 ), the polygon area is constructed such that it is always bigger 

than the building. By doing this, the position solution from INS will never go beyond polygon boundary; therefore, there 

will be no occasion where the extended line from the test point overlaps horizontally with the edges. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 - The point in polygon test 

 

After the algorithm has been set up, a set of geodetic points are constructed so that it makes up a polygon area of the 

trial buildings. Multiple Polygon Areas (MPA) are created where each polygon area covers specific trial building and 

contains heading information for that building. Using a freely available tool in Google Earth, the polygon area is manually 

constructed for the trial area and it contains four polygon areas that have four different headings.  
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        The algorithm works by testing the test points against the constructed polygon area. The test points are represented 

by each estimated coordinates (latitude and longitude), calculated from the INS mechanization. As the user walks, the 

current estimated coordinate will be compared to the polygon area coordinates. If the estimated coordinate lies in any of 

the polygon areas, then that polygon area is chosen. This selected polygon area, which contains specific building heading 

information for that area, will then be used as the current building heading for INS, and a similar step as in the previous 

sections will be performed to update the KF. 

         Fig. 4 shows four polygon areas constructed for the trial and are marked as areas A, B, C and D. Area A is 

represented by a cyan line, B by a blue line, C by a green line and D by a white line. It covers a total area of approximately 

$2.5 km^2$, with multiple buildings that have a common heading (for example polygon C) are put together into one 

polygon area. 

 

 
Fig. 4 - Four constructed polygon areas  

 

3.3 Adaptive Weighted Measurement 

       In our previous work [24], the measurement noise 𝒏𝑘 with covariance 𝑹𝑘 =  (𝜎2) was set experimentally with a 

constant value. In this work, to eliminate overconfidence in the heading measurement, the covariance is weighted 

adaptively based on the measured heading error. Depending on which heading information is extracted from the multiple 

polygon areas, the measurement covariance 𝑹𝑘  is updated with a weighting factor: 

 

𝑹𝑘  =  𝐸[𝒏𝑘 𝒏𝑘
𝑇]  =  

1

√|𝜓𝑠  −  𝜓𝑏|
 (𝜎2) 

(12) 

 

where 𝜓𝑠 is the heading generated from a step, and 𝜓𝑏  is the building heading from Eq. (11).  The covariance is multiplied 

with the inverse of this difference, whereby it becomes the weighting factor used for every epoch whenever there is a 

measurement update available to correct the heading. The equation shows that if the heading difference generated is big, 

which means there is a need to correct this error quickly, then the confidence is increased by reducing the measurement 

noise covariance. This in turn will increase the Kalman gain accordingly in the filter through Eq. (9). Likewise, if the 

difference generated is small, then the confidence is decreased by increasing the measurement noise covariance. Note 

that, the heading measurement in A-CHAIN algorithm is used to update the filter, only when the difference between 

heading generated from a step and the building heading from the map falls below certain threshold set experimentally in 

the algorithm to qualify as walking in a straight line [22]. This means, even if the heading difference is big, but if it is 

above the set threshold, then the adaptive weighted measurement will not be used to update the filter.  

 

4. Results 

       Three trials representing pedestrian navigation in typical pedestrian environment were performed: 1-Walking indoors 

in a building, 2-Walking indoors and outdoors within multiple buildings and areas, and 3-Walking outdoors around square 

pitch.  The forward solution estimated from Kalman filter was compared with HSGPS solution and ZVU-only solution, 

whenever applicable. A Return Position Error (RPE) indicator is used to estimate the accuracy of the trials. The RPE is 

defined as the error calculated from the difference in start and end position, which means an ideal system would result in 

RPE value of 0 m. Except for Trial 3, individual position error in every time epoch is not calculated because it is almost 

impossible to get a ground truth using GNSS measurements due to unavailability of GNSS signals indoors. Even if there 

is, errors due to multipath and intermittent availability of the signals give erroneous position error. Therefore positions 

were plotted on Google Earth images for visualization purpose and through this visualization, comparison of position 

181m 
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errors was then made. For all trials, a MicroStrain 3DM-GX3-25 IMU was used which has typical technical specifications 

of a low cost IMU [40].  

        Trial 1 involves walking in a typical public building. The walk started and ended at approximately the same position, 

lasted for about 30 minutes for a total distance of about 2  km. Fig. 5 shows the trajectory solution of the low-cost foot-

mounted pedestrian navigation without MPA and is depicted by a green line. The blue line represents the solution with 

only ZVU to update the filter, while the red dots represent the High Sensitivity GPS (HS-GPS) solution. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 - The position solutions of HSGPS (red), foot-mounted IMU + ZVU (blue), foot-mounted IMU + ZVU 

+ CHAIN (green)  

 

 For ZVU-only approach (blue line), the RPE was 299.71 m, which is about 15 % from the total distance travelled. 

Conversely, the RPE for the (green line) was found to be 4.63 m, which is about only 0.23 % from the total distance 

travelled. This contributes more than fifty-fold in position improvement. Although there are some parts where the GPS 

signal can be detected, the reliability of HSGPS solution (red dots) is questionable because of jumps in the solution. Since 

this trial did not use the MPA approach, the solution at the bridge area (zoomed figure) gives sub-optimal result because 

of the different orientation of the bridge from the main building. Therefore, a second trial is conducted next to highlight 

the adaptive-CHAIN approach.  

        Trial 2 involves walking in multiple polygon areas, identified as shown in Fig. 4. The trial lasted for about 43 minutes 

with a distance of about 3.3 km. The area covered is estimated to be about 2.5 km2. As before, a pedestrian equipped with 

only the low-cost foot mounted IMU, started the walk in area C. The pedestrian then moved to area A, after which he 

walked towards area B, followed by area D and then came back to the start position in area C. Fig. 6 (left) shows the 

trajectory solution of the low-cost foot-mounted IMU aided by only ZVU and is depicted by a red line, while Fig. 6 

(right) shows the trajectory with the system aided by ZVU + adaptive-CHAIN depicted by a green line. Remarkably, the 

low-cost foot-mounted IMU trajectory follows the trial path (the trial path was obtained from the knowledge of the 

trajectory during the trial) right until the end of the trial, as opposed to normal IMU-ZVU (the accuracy throughout the 

trial is not known as only occasional GNSS solutions were available). For this trial, the RPE for the proposed system 

shown in Fig. 6 (right) was 4.28 m, about 0.13 % from the total distance travelled. 

        Note that the polygon area D does not consists of only multiple buildings, but an area with about the same orientation 

with a distinct feature such as straight roads and fences. This highlights the strength of adaptive-CHAIN, where distinct 

features within an area can be easily extracted from aerial imagery to provide heading information that can be grouped 

together into an MPA, to which a user is likely to travel if they are in the vicinity of these particular features. For example, 

a user walking alongside the fence is likely to follow the heading defined by the fence. Similarly, a user walking alongside 

the building is likely to follow the heading defined by the building.  

 

 

93m 

300 m 
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Fig. 6 - Low-cost foot-mounted IMU + ZVU (left) and low-cost IMU + ZVU + adaptive-CHAIN (right) 

 

         To compare the overall accuracy epoch by epoch with a reliable ground reference, Trial 3 was conducted. Walking 

along the sideline of a square pitch for 10 rounds, the trial lasted for about 40 minutes for a total distance of about 3 km. 

The pedestrian started and stopped at the same position. The trial was performed outdoors so that a ground reference 

from GPS-Real Time Kinematic (RTK) system can be used, where the Leica GPS 1200 RTK system used gives a typical 

position accuracy of approximately 2 cm. Fig. 7 shows the position error between CHAIN (top) and adaptive-CHAIN 

(bottom). The oscillations that occurred are a result of a full round of walking (there are 10 peaks which are equivalent 

to 10 rounds of walking).  Using RPE indicator, for CHAIN, the RPE was computed to be 3.52 m, while the adaptive-

CHAIN improves remarkably to only 0.70 m in RPE, which is only about 0.02 % of the total distance travelled. This 

results in an ~80% improvement in the RPE. This is considered very significant considering the low-cost IMU was not 

aided by any other external sensors for a very long period of time. The maximum horizontal position error for both is 

also shown to be less than 5 m position error. The horizontal position RMSE for CHAIN is calculated to be 1.99 m. Albeit 

similar, the proposed adaptive-CHAIN shows slight improvement to 1.82 m. Note that the vertical position error is not 

considered in this work, where similar result can be found for example in [22].    

 

5. Discussion 

       An approach to using the Multiple Polygon Areas (MPA) with adaptive weighted noise covariance was explored and 

three trials were undertaken to demonstrate its advantage. It resulted in a significant improvement in horizontal position 

accuracy for the low-cost foot mounted IMU. Note that the figure represents the RPE (difference between start and end 

position), and not the accuracy of the system throughout the trial. However, it did follow the correct trajectory throughout 

the whole trials.  

       The MPA was created to gather heading data for a huge navigation area with different building orientations. This 

can be very useful for a pedestrian who wants to cross between these buildings. While the basic CHAIN algorithm 

requires that each building heading is to be derived, this work introduced a way to reduce the complexity of having 

multiple heading data for each building. This is done by working out the same heading area using a polygon that consists 

of several buildings with the same heading. This does not mean that buildings need to be exactly identical to each other, 

but more towards having the same orientation to have the same heading value.  

 

200 m 
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Fig. 7 - The horizontal position error for CHAIN (top) and the proposed adaptive-CHAIN (bottom) 

 

      The algorithm is further strengthened by incorporating an adaptive measurement noise covariance. The algorithm 

therefore diminishes overconfidence in the heading observation. For example, if the values selected are too small, the 

actual errors in the Kalman filter estimates will be much larger than the state uncertainties obtained from P. Conversely, 

if the values selected are too large, the reported uncertainties will be too large. 

      Although the motivation was to have a self-contained autonomous low-cost foot-mounted IMU, it is important to 

highlight the advantage of having extra measurements to the overall solution accuracy. Assuming a straight walk most 

of the time, there will be a time when this assumption may not be valid; for example during long cornering (although the 

algorithm is shown to work fairly well during trials). The uncompensated heading error will build due to increased 

uncertainty in the KF and cause a position drift error during this period. Thus, an occasional absolute position update 

might be useful for the system to correct its position drift (note that using the KF provides the ability to combine all 

available measurements). This could be done if, for example, one could figure out a reliable position from the degraded 

GNSS signal, or simply by walking into an open space in between buildings, where the GNSS can provide a reliable and 

accurate position solution. Another possible example would be to have a little more information from the map (again not 

a detailed map) such as having true positions (coordinates) of a building entrances and exits. This could correct some 

position drifts if a user can be identified to have indeed passed these entrances or exits.  

     Further work should highlight a point where more precise boundary detection should be made for polygon area 

creation when buildings of different headings are not well separated. The results presented herein are only the output of 

coarse creation of the polygon area. If a more accurate position solution is sought in a closely separated environment, 

better detection and polygon creation should be applied to update the correct heading. For example, let’s consider an 

extreme scenario as depicted in Fig. 8. Suppose a low-cost foot-mounted IMU has a system accuracy of 5 m, and two 

buildings with different headings are separated with less than 5 m from each other. Due to the inaccuracy in the low-cost 

foot-mounted IMU, the position has drifted into the green building (a black arrow). This creates problem because when 

adaptive-CHAIN is applied, wrong position solution will be computed (red arrow) when the pedestrian walks in the green 

building.  

 
Fig. 8 - Extreme scenario when MPA causes problem to the overall Pedestrian Navigation System (PNS) 

solution 
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6. Closing Remarks 

      This paper extended authors' previous approach of using building heading information in a Kalman filter to restrict 

heading drift errors for a low cost autonomous foot-mounted IMU system. This is to highlight a case where users might 

need to cross between buildings that have different orientation. The fusing of building heading in Kalman filter 

environment was briefly explained. Then, using Multiple Polygon Areas with adaptive weighted measurement noise 

covariance, three trials were performed to demonstrate its effectiveness in increasing position accuracy. It resulted in a 

significant improvement in position accuracy for low cost indoor pedestrian navigation. It was shown that the estimated 

accuracy in position is consistently less than 5 m, for a 30 to 40-minutes’ walk. Against the original CHAIN, the newly 

proposed adaptive-CHAIN improves remarkably in RPE, from 3.52 m to 0.7 m, which is only about 0.02 % from the 

distance travelled.   
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